
Solo Banana Retreat - Day 3 (Full Day) 

 
 
 

 

Woke up at 9 30 this morning and did a sit right away 

 

 

 

O 

 

Sit #1 – 1 hr (Tent mirror sit) 

 

Focused on investigating what it is that I am once again by asking deep questions and 
staying with reality and not wondering off in mind land. Notice that it happens so 
easily and it’s hard to catch at times because it's not like someone tells you, hey 
you drifted. it just happens and for a while you might not even know it.  To be 
honest during an hour sit probably 20-30% is actually good quality observation, other 
is probably fighting in fiction realm. Felt like during this sit was able to break 
through a bit and touch that Fundamental space but still seems like could be more 
efficient. 
 

End of sit. 

O 

 

 

 

After the sit went outside prepared some stuff to go to the bathroom and before 

walking over ate 2 bananas. 

 

Blended another 3 into a smoothie which will drink when get back to the campsite. 

Instead of going straight back decided to go to the beach and drank the 3 banana 

smoothie  

 

After drinking the smoothie decided to do a sit. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

O 

Sit #2 - 30 min (Dunes looking over the water) 

 

Keep being reminded to stay in what is real. The mind was bringing all sorts of 
thoughts up but continued to get back into what is in direct experience which was the 
sounds of the waves crashing, the bird squeaks, the wind, etc. 
This seems like a never ending battle because the mind always tries to take you into 
its world, yet its world is based on adding all sorts of thing overtop what is 
actually there. It’s also not even adding just names and labels but it takes away 
attention from what is real and propels you into a totally irrelevant fantasy, like 
some story not even related to where you are, a past interpretation, or some made up 
fairytale or nightmare happening who knows where. 
 

End of sit. 

O 

 

 

Banana Feel Check 

Still feel good for the most part. During the last smoothie though felt as if it was 

harder to drink, although that might have to also do with eating a couple bananas 

just before. The energy is good, and no real cravings yet. Don’t feel hungry and 

easier to stay focused on other things since the mind isn’t using food as a 

distraction since it knows it's just got the option of eating more bananas. 

Remembered from last time going on the solo retreat, that food was a huge distraction 

and wanted to be solely focused on the sits and present moment. 

Came back to the site, cleaned all the stuff because it looked like it might rain 

later and packed my bag and headed to the woods. Was going to go to the mystical tree 

again but decided today to go the opposite way, away from the dunes by the water, but 

more into the forest. Eventually got to this cool overgrown dune drop and decide to 

sit there. 

 

 



 

O 

Sit #3 – 30 min (top of dune in forest) 

Continued to focus and stay alert anytime the mind brings something on top of what is 

there actually. Actual direct experience is what am interested in and staying as 

close to that experience as possible because that's where life is. The other stuff is 

just mental captivity. Felt like was able to stay in that moment at least for 15 

minutes out of the 30. 

End of sit. 

O 

 

 

After the sit ate a banana. During this snack/meal once again took time eating it, 

observing it, feeling the texture, the smell, etc. Basically experiencing the whole 

happening of eating rather than being stuck somewhere in the mind realm.  When one is 

able stay very conscious during a meal the whole experience becomes so much more 

alive because whatever it is that you are it is there in that experience fully and it 

is quite beautiful. 

After eating kept walking further into the forest, away from the water. Eventually 

hit a cool trail and decided to follow it for a bit, but eventually it lead to the 

road so headed back into the woods and this time went in the direction of the water. 

After like 30 minutes hit the dunes next to the water, but was a lot further away 

from where I typically go. 

Stopped there and found a cool dune perch and did another sit. 

 

 

 



 

O 

Sit #4 - 30 min (Dune perch by water) 

Here just focused on being the observer of not only the surrounding area, but also of 

myself. Eventually was able to get silent enough and with eyes closed just 

experienced the empty peaceful space and stayed in it for as long as I could. 

It eventually started raining. Still sat for like 10 more minutes just observing even 

the rain and then decided to head back. 

End of sit. 

O 

 

On the way back ate a banana.  

 

Banana Feel Check 

Am feeling nice, light, not really hungry, not distracted.  

Can see a big difference from the last time did this banana experiment on myself, 

which was like 5 years ago or so. During that time though I was still immersed in 

societal life because I was working long hours and in the midst of restaurants, 

entertainment, other people, and the business of life so it was challenging to stay 

focused. Also, wasn’t really that focused yet on consciousness work, was doing it 

with a friend, and haven't had experience cutting things out. 

Since it's raining, decided to come in the tent and journal and relax. 

Eventually going to go to take a shower, and make another smoothie, but for now since 

it's raining will just chill in the tent and listen to the rain drops, there seems to 

be something real nice about it the sound and sight of rain. 

Passed out for like 45 min and then ate a banana and packed my bag with all the stuff 

needed to go to the bathroom to take a shower and make a smoothie. 



During the shower made a conscious effort to just observe from a distance what was 

going on, was this entity that was taking the shower me? or was I just the awareness 

of the total experience that can as well be totally sucked into the experience of 

thinking it is the human. Was cool to just play with this and see. Seems to be like 

the mind constantly makes it seem as if we are the human, but when can go beyond the 

mind one could see that it's the awareness in each present moment that seems to be 

more real. 

Came back after the shower and drank the 3 banana smoothie while taking time to 

observe and be there fully. 

This is now 2 days of just Bananas 

 

Banana Feel Check 

Still feel quite good, there never seems to be this heavy feeling in the stomach 

since never over eat. Just been eating 3-5 bananas a meal and 1 or 2 in between.  

Feel good physically, mentally, and emotionally. Haven't been going to the bathroom 

too frequently either with just eating these bananas, mostly needing to pee often. 

Was going to go to the mystical tree spot but started raining again. Got the fire 

prepared for starting but had to cover it from the rain and just decided to journal 

and do a sit inside. 

 

O 

Sit #5 - 1 hr 30 min (In the tent) 

During most of this sit just closed the eyes and focused on mostly the sounds until 

was able to hear the silence that the sounds came out of.  Was able to zone and spot 

that nothingness that everything seems to come out of. Felt distracted at times as 

well but was able to feel a deeper connection for most of the sit. Did some chanting 

for a little bit as well which helps silence the mind as a task is given to it. Kept 

focusing on being aware when am getting taken over by the mind but still was a 

challenge to not get sucked in.   



End of sit. 

O 

 

 

 

After the sit went outside and started the fire. Built a pretty good one this time. 

Once the fire started ate 3 bananas and after a while longer ate 1 more banana. 

 

 

O 

Sit #6 – 1 hr 30 min – (By the fire) 

During this fire sit was not really focused on anything but instead just observing 

the moment. Noticed that thoughts have become quite frequent now and they are coming 

up about all sorts, like not taking more trips, and then reasons why don’t take 

them. Also, such topics: as loneliness, life, fear, and many others. It was just 

constant yappery and felt after it a bit sad and drained. Decided to go into a 

thought about aloneness and togetherness and started seeing how all this is an 

illusion, a hallucination, we are dreaming all this up and suffer because we aren't 

aware that this is the case. Seems to always be that something is missing when the 

mind is in control, but when it can be dropped the moment can just be because it is, 

may sounds so simple yet difficult to come to. 

End of sit. 

O 

 

 

Decided to go into the tent and journal and just lay and contemplate for a little. 

 



end of day 3. 


